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Personnel lock system
The locks are used to separate the black and white areas. They can be
attached to existing doors or used together with work tents.
The locks can bring people into contaminated zones and channel them out
again under controlled conditions. They can be used purely as passage rooms,
as checkrooms, as water or air showers.
The locks can be optionally equipped with a positive locking system, lighting,
checkroom elements or a water or air shower facility with a wastewater or air
filter system.

Eco-Line

The cabins are modularly constructed from wall, door and corner elements
and can be connected quickly and without tools. The sturdy walls are made
of recycled material.
Modular design, assembly without tools
Smart-Line

available as passage, wardrobe, shower (water or air)
External dimensions: 750 x 750, 900 x 900, 1000 x 1000mm
Self-closing doors, self-closing supply air dampers
The individual chambers can be combined and expanded as desired
Option: negative pressure holding devices with filters in large air
performance range
Option: water management with 3-fold filter and boiler for hot water

Smart-Door

Quick-Dush Air Shower

Examples of possible combinations of the chamber arrangement:
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Personnel locks: available sizes and designs
Item no

Model

Dimensions

Version, each with 1 chamber

151311

900

900x900x2000

Eco-Line, with 4 stable walls, 2 of them with doors

151312

750

750x750x2000

Eco-Line, with 4 stable walls, 2 of them with doors

151313

1000

1000x1000x2000

Smart-Line, 2 stable door walls and 2 side foil walls

151314

750

750x750x2000

Smart-Line, 2 stable door walls and 2 side foil walls

151315

1000

1000x450x2000

Smart-Door, 1 stable door wall and 2 side foil walls

151316

750

750x450x2000

Smart-Door, 1 stable door wall and 2 side foil walls

Other versions on request.
Confectioned personal locks: available sizes and versions:
Item no

Model

Dimensions

Version

116037

750

1500x1500x2000

Eco-Line, 4 chambers in the square, water shower without
forced locking, requires a water management device

116038

750

1500x1500x2000

Eco-Line, 4 chambers in the square, water shower with forced
locking, requires a water management device

116088

1000

3135x1045x2425

Classic, 3 chambers in line, air shower with forced locking

Other versions on request.
Options: available sizes and versions (see also separate info sheets)
Item no

Model

Dimensions

Version

116039

G 100

770x410x410

Negative pressure maintenance unit, H14 filter, max. 1650 m³/h
(230V), control SRE connect

116070

681

298x410x410

Double filter housing for HEPA filter H13/H14

151319

C400V

805x490x840

Water management instantaneous water heater system, max
10L/min

116044

C 30 L

576x606x1085

Water management boiler 60 L, without forced locking

116045

C 30 L

576x606x1085

Water management boiler 60 L, with forced locking

116051

BO9773a

Coat hook for personell lock ECO-Line 750
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116037 / 116038 Lock system Eco-Line
4 chambers, arranged in a square, with water
shower in the 3rd chamber, without or with
forced locking

Black
area

116088: 3 chamber airlock Quick-Dush with air shower with air regulator
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